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It i s k n ow n t hat a p hr as e m ay have mult ip l e
meanings. Phrases such as “green tea cup” may be
interpreted with two different meanings—a “greencolored tea cup” or a “cup of green tea.” Then how
people know the exact meanings of apparently
syntactically ambiguous linguistic expressions?
We propose that gesture that accompanies speech
may help disambiguate syntactically ambiguous
structures. The present study investigated whether
the difference in phrase structures influences the
production of gestures. Par ticipants produced
gestures as they produced a Japanese four-word
phrases. We examined all possible synchronization
patterns of speech and gestures. We found, for the
first time, gestures tended to synchronize with the
chunks of words that form a constituent in syntactic
structures. Our study suggests that gestures may
play an important role in disambiguating syntactically
ambiguous phrases. This could be a reason why
humans have continuously used gestures even
after they acquired a powerful tool of language and
why today, they still produce language-redundant
gestures.
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Introduction
In human face-to-face communication, people frequently
use gestures as well as spoken language (Kita, 2002,
2003; Kita & Saito, 2002). People use gestures for
both communication and thinking (Goldin-Meadow &
Beilock, 2010). Gestures and language are not necessarily
redundant, but these often express different aspects of
intended meanings (McNeill, 2005). It has been suggested
that such speech-gesture coordination has arisen because
gesture is the origin of human language (Corballis, 2009;
McNeill, 2005; Tomasello, 2008). Nonetheless, it is
generally accepted that humans developed both language

and gesture for communication and thinking. However,
the exact role of gestures is still unclear, especially when
gestures do not complement information expressed in
speech, but rather are performed redundantly with speech.
People often produce apparently redundant gestures; in
fact, adults actually produce more redundant gestures
than children (Alibali et al., 2009). The present study
investigates the question: “Why do people sometimes
produce such redundant gestures when language itself
already expresses enough information?” We propose
that we produce them because they help disambiguate
syntactically ambiguous structures and are actually not
redundant.
It is known that phrases can sometimes have multiple
meani ngs. For example, a “g reen tea cup” can be
interpreted either as a “green-colored tea cup” or as a
“cup of green tea.” The phrase structure with the meaning
“green-colored teacup” can be classified as Pot-Merge. In
this meaning, “tea” and “cup” are first grouped together,
and the word “green” plays an adjective role in “tea-cup.”
In contrast, the phrase structure with the meaning “green
tea cup” can be classified as Sub-Merge (Fujita, 2014).
Here, “green” and “tea” are first grouped into “green-tea”
and they then together play an adjective role for the word
“cup” (Figure 1). In instances where the surface structure
suggests multiple underlying meanings, we are left with
the following question: “how could the recipient then
eventually know the intended meaning?”
Pot - Merge: {green, {tea, cup}}

Sub - Merge: {{green, tea}, cup}

cup
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Figure 1. Two different syntactic structures, Pot-Merge
and Sub-Merge, in the phrase “green tea cup.”
Non-verbal cues have been studied as the means for
disambiguation of apparently syntactically ambiguous expressions in addition to verbal information. For example,
listeners often interpret meanings of sentences utilizing a
downstepping prosodic pattern as one of sequential processing strategies (Venditti, 2006). Some researches of
sentence processing have further focused on prosodic cues
and pauses to disambiguate interpretation of sentences
(Hirose & Mazuka, 2015; Ito et al., 2015; Misono et al.,
1997; Venditti, 1994). Typically, native Japanese speakers
are found to prefer the left branching interpretation over
the right branching interpretation for slightly simpler Japanese compound constructions (Venditti, 1994, 2006). For
example, akai kingyo-no kasa (red goldfish umbrella) can
be interpreted either as an umbrella with a red goldfish or
red umbrella with a goldfish. A clear prosodic demarcation
that raises the pitch range of the second word (e.g., “kingyo
(goldfish)” of akai kingyo-no kasa (red goldfish umbrella))
promotes the right branching interpretation, i.e., red um-
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brella with a goldfish, rather than the left branching interpretation (Hirose & Mazuka, 2015; Ito et al., 2015; Venditti, 1994). However, other types of nonverbal cues have not
been explored in sentence processing.
In the present study, we focused on production of
nonverbal cues, in particular, gestures. Gestures have not
enough yet been examined the disambiguation mechanism
in syntactic structures. Humans often simultaneously use
gestures to convey information to others. Gestures are
commonly produced slightly earlier than its associated
speech (McNeill, 1987). Moreover, this can make the listener anticipate the information from the speaker’s upcoming speech (McNeill, 1987). Iconic gestures (e.g., depicting
actions, motion and shape of objects) and deictic gestures
(i.e., pointing gestures) may reflect aspects of the speaker’s
nonlinguistic spatial representations (Majid et al., 2004).
Representational gestures (i.e., iconic and deictic gestures)
can express spatial contents or even metaphorically express temporal concepts (Kita et al., 2001). Additionally,
gestures express information even when it is difficult to
express information in a spoken language (Alibali et al.,
2009). Various functions are known about gestures, but
the topic of whether gestures can contribute to the disambiguation mechanisms in processing syntactic structures
has been largely unexplored. Okahisa and Shirose (2018)
recently reported that when people expressed ambiguous
phrases using gestures, their use of prosodic cues as a
disambiguating cue was reduced. This study suggests the
possibility that gestures may have a role in the disambiguation of ambiguous linguistic structures. Using four-word
ambiguous phrases (e.g., kuroi shippo-no ookina neko
(black tail-GEN big cat)), Kashiwadate et al. (2019) reported that the onset of gestures in relation to the target words
(the second word “tail”) of accompanying speech was different between different structures. Participants started a
gesture earlier when they intended to convey the meaning,
“a black cat with a big tail” than they intended to convey
the meaning, “a big cat with a black tail.” This suggested
the possibility that speakers used gestures differently to

indicate the underlying structure to disambiguate intended
meanings. However, this study did not investigate exactly
why such difference occurred because gesture and speech
were not examined at the syntactic chunk level. Rather,
these were examined in holistic level of whole phrases.
To investigate more precisely the difference of gesture
co-occurrence timing in ambiguous phrases, we focused
on the correspondence between gestures and phrase
structures at the syntactic chunk level. The present study
investigated whether the difference in chunking between
different structures influence the production of gestures
using the same production data as Kashiwadate et al
(2019). Participants produced gestures as they produced a
Japanese four-word phrases. The phrase consisted of Adjective1 + Noun1 + Adjective2 + Noun2 that were syntactically ambiguous. For example, the phrase kuroi shippo-no
ookina neko in Japanese (i.e., [Black] [tail-GEN] [big] [cat])
can have three different syntactic structures. The three
structures have three different meanings (Figure 2): 1) the
“Big-tail structure”: a black cat with a big tail, 2) the “Bigcat structure”: a big cat with a black tail, and 3) the “Blackbig-tail structure”: a cat with a big black tail.
Which interpretation of this ambiguous phrase do
listeners spontaneously choose? In a separate study (see
supplementary material 1), we asked university students
to interpret the meaning of ambiguous phrases of the type
discussed above. The Big-cat structure was the most preferred interpretation. A few people interpreted the phrase
as the Big-tail structure, but hardly anybody interpreted
the phrase as the Black-big-tail structure. Therefore, we
used the two relatively dominant interpretations, the Bigcat structure and the Big-tail structure, in our manipulation of syntactic structure for the production experiment.
We predicted that when speakers produce these phrases, they should produce gestures that are co-expressive
with each syntactic “chunk.” A chunk refers to a content
word sequence that forms a constituent and modifies the
head noun in Figure 2. Gestures should be co-expressive
to the chunks in the sense that 1) each gesture (stroke)

Figure 2. Three branching structures and related pictures; (a) Big-tail structure, (b) Big-cat structure, and (c) Black-tailbig structure.
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should be co-temporal with a chunk in speech; that is, the
onset and offset of each gesture should roughly coincide
with those of a chunk, 2) each gesture should express the
content equivalent to the meaning of the concurrent chunk.
Thus, for example, they should produce more gestures
co-expressive with “ookina neko” (big cat) when they express the meaning of the Big-cat structure rather than the
meaning of the Big-tail structure. Likewise, they should
produce more gestures co-expressive with “shippo-no
ookina” (big tailed) when they express the meaning of the
Big-tail structure rather than the meaning of the Big-cat
structure.
Method
Participants
Sixteen monolingual university students who spoke
Japanese as a first language participated in this study (Mage
= 21.6, SD = 1.32; 1 female). This study was approved by
the ethics committee of the participants’ university.

cross appeared in the center of the monitor. After the
cross was fixated for 1 second, a stimulus appeared for 10
seconds for the memorizing phase. Then, the production
phase started. In the production phase, the participants
made gest ures to depict the pict ure while verbally
describing it (Figure 3). The participants were instructed
to produce speech and gesture when the picture goes away.
There were four Big-tail structure trials and four Big-cat
structure trials. Participants’ gestures and utterances were
recorded by a video recorder (Microsoft LifeCam). Later,
we coded the participants’ gestures and utterances (see
supplementary material 2). Eight participants out of 16
were assigned to the alone presentation, while the other 8
participants were assigned to the side-by-side presentation.
In the side-by-side presentation, one of the two objects
was presented with a surrounding red frame, and the
participants were asked to describe the indicated object.

Conditions
There was one independent variable – the phrase structure
type (Big-tail structure, Big-cat structure). The stimulus
was Kuroi Shippo-no Ookina Neko in Japanese (i.e., [Black]
[Tail-GEN] [Big] [Cat]). The Big-tail structure was {Black,
{{Tail-GEN, Big}, Cat}} with its supposed meaning as
“a black cat with a big tail.” The Big-cat structure was
{{Black, Tail-GEN}, {Big, Cat}} and its supposed meaning
was “a big cat with black tail.”
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of 4 types of illustrated animals (cat,
elephant, tiger, deer) that can be interpreted either with the
Big-tail structure or the Big-cat structure. Thus, there were
a total of 8 pictures. For example, the elephant picture in
Big-cat structure “Shiroi Hana-no Ookina Zou ([White]
[Trunk-GEN] [Big] [Elephant])” was illustrated as a big
elephant with a white trunk. In order to construct balanced
stimuli with a substantial variety of words and phrases,
we used various size adjectives such as “big” and “long.”
For example, “big” may be more readily applicable for
“cat,” possibly suggesting the Big cat structure (“big cat”),
whereas “long” may be more readily applicable for “tail”
suggesting the Big tail structure (“long tail”). In addition,
we also prepared stimuli using two presentation styles
(Side-by-Side, Alone). In the side-by-side presentation,
participants looked at two pictures of the Big-cat structure
and the Big-tail structure. On the other hand, in the alone
presentation, participants look at only one of these pictures. Adjective type and presentation style factors were
counterbalanced for all participants.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of two parts – a memorizing
phase and a production phase. After the participant filled
the consent form, the participant was seated in front
of a monitor. First, the experimenter said, “Please say
the language shown using gestures so that others can
understand what you mean.” (Teijisareta jibutsu wo ku wo
iinagara jesuchaa wo tsukatte aiteni wakariyasuiyooni
setsumeishitekudasai, in Japanese). After a familiarization
trial, the experiment started. Before each trial, a fixation
Kashiwadate et al. LEBS Vol. 11 No. 1 (2020) 10–14

Figure 3. Experimental flow in side-by-side condition.
The picture in the memorizing phase consisted of one target phrase (e.g., 黒いしっぽの大きな猫 (Black tail-GEN big
cat)) on the top, illustrations in the middle, and explanatory notes for the illustration on the bottom. In this example,
there are two explanatory notes. Left explanatory note (i.e.,
しっぽが黒い、体の大きな猫 ) indicates a big cat with black
tail. Right explanatory note (i.e., 体が黒い、しっぽの大きな
猫 ) indicates a black cat with big tail. Participants made
gestures as soon as the memorizing phase was over. In
production phase, only the phrase which is on the top was
shown.
Results
The total number of gestures that co-occurred in each
constituent was measured (Figure 4). To calculate a
significance level in each constituent, we compared the
number of gestures that participants produced in the Bigcat structure and in the Big-tail structure, using a binomial
test. There were more gestures that synchronized with the
“first word - second word” chunk, in the Big-cat structure
(32/33) than the Big-tail structure (1/33) (p < .01, g = 0.47).
There were more gestures that synchronized with the
“third word - fourth word” chunk in the Big-cat structure
(39/52) than the Big-tail structure (13/52) (p < .01, g = 0.25).
There were more gestures that synchronized with the first
word (only) in the Big-tail structure (28/30) than the Bigcat structure (2/30) (p < .01, g = 0.43). There were more
gestures that synchronized with the “second word - third
word” chunk in the Big-tail structure (16/17) than the Bigcat structure (1/17) (p < .01, g = 0.44). There were more
gestures that synchronized with the “second word - third
word - fourth word” chunk in the Big-tail structure (20/28)
than the Big-cat structure (8/28) (p < .05, g = 0.21).
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Figure 4. The number of gestures that synchronized with
1st – 4th words were counted. The top panel shows the
data for gestures which overlapped with 1st word. The
second panel shows the data for gestures that did not
overlap with 1st word, but overlapped with 2nd word. The
third panel shows the data for gestures that did not overlap
with 1st-2nd words, but overlapped with 3rd word. The
bottom panel shows the data for gestures that overlapped
only with 4th word. Arrows denote the onset and duration
of gestures, e.g., for a gesture starting with the 1st word,
there were four possible durations: the first word only (the
first cluster of bars), the first word and the second word
(the second cluster of bars), the first through the third word
(the third cluster of bars), the first through the fourth word
(fourth cluster of bars). Asterisks indicate statistical significance between the two structures, * p < .05, ** p < .01.
Discussion
This study investigated whether patterns of speechgesture synchronization changes, depending on the
syntactic structure in syntactically ambiguous phrases.
We examined all (10) possible synchronization patterns
of speech and gestures as follows: synchronization with
the first word only, the first word and the second word,
the first through the third word, the first through the
fourth word, the second word only, the second word
Kashiwadate et al. LEBS Vol. 11 No. 1 (2020) 10–14

and the third word, the second through the fourth word,
the third word only, the third through the fourth word,
and the fourth word only. We found, for the first time,
that gestures synchronized with different words in
syntactically ambiguous sentences, depending on the
intended syntactic structure. More specifically, gestures
tended to synchronize with the chunks of words that
form a constituent in the Big-cat structure or the Big-tail
structure. As Figure 4 shows, when people produced a
sentence with the Big-tail structure, they often produced
gestures that spanned the second word and the third word
(e.g., shippo-no ookina, “big tailed”), and also gestures
that spanned the second through the fourth word (e.g.,
shippo-no ookina neko, “big-tailed cat”). When people
produced a sentence with the Big-cat structure, they often
produced gestures that spanned the first word and the
second word (e.g., kuroi shippo-no, “black tailed”) and
also gestures that spanned the third through the fourth
word (e.g., ookina neko, “big cat”). These results mean that
the gestures tended to overlap with the chunks of words
that corresponded to a constituent in each structure. From
the recipient’s point of view, a pattern of speech-gesture
synchronization is a cue for the syntactic structure of a
phrase, which can be used to disambiguate syntactically
ambiguous phrases.
One limitation of the current study is that we have
instructed participants to produce gestures with speech.
Thus, further studies are needed to establish whether the
current findings can extend to spontaneously produced
gestures. Instructed gestures have been frequently used
in recent studies of gestures (e.g., Argyriou et al., 2017,
Broaders et al., 2007; Chu & Hagoort, 2014). Such studies
can lay an important foundation for our understanding
of spontaneous co-speech gestures. Further research to
engage in the observation and analysis of gestures in
natural speech situations is needed.
What are the implications of the current finding
on human evolution? Did the gesture’s disambiguation
function appear before the emergence of hierarchical
syntax or after it in human evolution? Even when there
was no hierarchical syntax, people could still utter
concatenations of two words. They might have used
gestures to disambiguate the meanings of those primitive,
linearly syntactic constructions. Ontogenetic evidence
shows that children start using gestures early before using
syntactic structures, and they use gestures plus word
combinations before using two-word utterances. Based on
longitudinal study, Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (2005)
showed that children who were first to produce gestureplus-word combinations (e.g., point at bird and say “nap”)
were first to produce two-word combinations (“bird nap”).
Later, children’s speech at two-word stage is sometimes
produced with gestures.
A seminal example is a child named Kath r y n’s
utterance “mommy sock” reported by Bloom (1970).
Kathryn was twenty-one month old, and her mean length
of utterances (i.e., the mean number of morphemes per
utterance) was 1.32. She said this expression in two
completely different situations. One was when Kathryn
pointed to her mother’s socks. The other was when her
mother was putting Kathryn’s socks on her. Thus, this
noun plus noun construction meant a genitive construction
of possessor-possessed relation (mommy’s sock), or
13
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Subject-object construction where mommy as a subject
and sock as an object. Thus, Kathryn used identical
surface structure forms to express two different meanings.
Her pointing gesture could disambiguate the meaning
of her utterance in the first situation. We therefore guess
that ancient human gestures already had a disambiguation
function for concatenations of words before the emergence
of hierarchical syntax. The function was later on extended
for the disambiguation of hierarchically organized
syntactic structures.
In conclusion, we found that when people produced
speech with gesture, gestures synchronized with a chunk
of words that correspond to a constituent in syntactic
structures. This finding may be extended to natural speech
situation where gestures are spontaneously produced.
Our study suggests that gestures may play an important
role in disambiguating syntactically ambiguous phrases.
This could be a reason why humans have continuously
used gestures even after they acquired a powerful tool
of language and why today, they still produce languageredundant gestures.
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